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Barbie is a quintessential American girl.
With a quick outfit change, she is ready to hit
the beach, rock out on her guitar or even be-
come the President of the United States. She
has great hair, flawless skin, an impeccable
wardrobe and a perfect body. Barbie even
has the perfect counterpart- Ken. This power
couple, marketed to us as a child's plaything,
has become an American icon. They are tan,
physically built and have illuminating smiles
that never go away. Barbie and Ken represent
the ideal American body image.
Body image is not a genetic predisposition;
it is learned through society andculture. First,
the individual is taught self-esteem from
their family and peers, but as one grows
older, those messages are either reinforced
or redirected through the media.
American adults have created their own,
grown-up version of a doll they can dress
up and play with- the fashion model. They
come armed with questions about how to
achieve this kind ofoutward perfection, men
and women are giving their full attention to
the blank, airbrushed faces ofadvertising for
answers to everything fromweight to skin to
inner peace.
"I think the purpose of the media is to sell
an image, but it is up to each person to decide
how much it affects them," says sophomore
mechanical engineering major Andrew Car-
son. "That's the nature of mediapressure."
The average woman sees over 400 adver-
tisements a day, and while only 9 percent of
them directly involve beauty, many more em-
phasize its importance through a product.
"I feel the media does pressure people
to look a certain way," said freshman civil
engineering major Sonya Milonova, "but I
think a lot of it comes from your peers as
we11... I certainly don't feel pressured to
dress a certain way."
Society's obsession withbeauty has almost
always started with the waistline. 75 percent
of American women consider themselves
"too fat," and 90 percent ofwomen overesti-
mate theirbody size. At any time, close to 50
percent of American women are dieting.
More than 60 percent of United States
adults are overweight. While America
quickly becomes the fattest country in the
world, the search for the perfect diet forever
intensifies. The diet industry generates over
33 billion a year.
"There are many approaches to dieting and
many claims for great success with various
fad diets," says Maura O'Connor, directorof
the Seattle University Student Health Center.
"Although many diets achieve effective and
immediate weight loss, none have emerged
as an effective tool for maintaining healthy
weight. The only definite recommendation
that can be made about any diet plan is to
be sure to include an exercise program,
assuming there are no health problems to
preclude it."
Students drawn to academic salons for extra credit
Kevin Curley Isabel Drumond
curleyk@seattleu. edu drumoni@seattleu. edu
Mara Adelman, Ph.D. modeled the academic salon pro-
gram at Seattle University after the salons made famous
during the Enlightenment Era in France.
The topics for the salons are chosen by Adelman in the
spring quarter ofthe previous academic year.Adelman attracts
speakers from within the SU community and throughout the
nation who specialize in the topic to facilitate each salon.
The point of the salons, according to Adelman, is to create
a community of scholars. Salons are supposed to model the
discussions scholars actually have, so students can become
more engaged in the academic community - inmany respects;
Adelman tends to treat students like scholars-in-residence.
However, the salons have yet to involve large numbers of
students. The events are usually attended by 15 to 20 students,
little or no faculty involvement and occasional members of
the Seattle community.
During each salon, the facilitator gives a talk or presenta-
tion about the angle of the issue he or she is approaching.
For example, sociology professor Mark Cohan and chair of
the communications department, Gary Atkins, spoke on the
"implications ofmale bodies as tools to be used, abused, and
sacrificed in the service of work, sports, and war," according
to the Body Salon website. Both hold a specific expertise on
the subject and were able to critically examine the subject as
well as respond to questions posed by the audience. The salon
is designed so that there is discussion amongst the audience
members with the speaker at the forefront.
Thisyear 78 salons were scheduledto focus on femalebody
politics, food for a sustainable future, tattoos & body pierc-
ing, The Handmaid's Tale and racial passing, amongst other
topics. According to the website, Adelman chose this year's
topic, The Body: Site ofOppression andLiberation, because
"ofmy own frustration at the lack of a cultural critique of
what I see as the 'bionic body.'"
Although provocative issues such as eating disorders, sex
and plastic surgery have been discussedthis year in the salons,
only a small number of students have attended the events.
Granted some students who attend these salons go because
they're interested in the topic, in most cases they attend the
salons only because they are offered extra credit by their
professors. But according to Dr. Linda Young, a counseling
psychologist at Seattle University's Counseling Center, the
students that come to the salons for extra credit provide a
different perspective to the group discussions.
"In our salon, we had two classes as part of the audience,"
Young said. "Many didn'tknow whatracial passing was prior
to the event; however, we had a very engaging conversation
after the presentation that involved a very sophisticated and
very honest discussion."
Young went on to say that the salons allowed students
to think critically, and while the attendance was low at the
events, students were coming away from them with positive
feedback.
See Influence...Page 10
See Academic salons...Page 12
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OPINION
Editorial
From the day that President Bush nominated Samuel Alito
to replace Sandra Day O'Connor a partisan feud has broken
out between conservatives and liberals.
Conservatives hail Alito as the perfect man for the job,
while liberals still retain some sliver of hope that President
Bush will change course and nominate a moderate to the
Supreme Court.
Although Alito, who isrecognized by his stern conservative
voice, has the potential to replace one of the most important
swing voters on the Supreme Court, and would be the seventh
white male to hold a position on the current Bench, Alito
deserves an objective look as a candidate for the position.
President Bush's most recent nomination has met opposition
from not only many Democrats, but also from female rights
activists, and minority interest groups, who would have pre-
ferred to see a minority candidate rather than a white male.
Rather than looking fora token minority to occupy a seat on
the Supreme Court, what interest groups as well as all Ameri-
cans should be looking for is acandidate who will objectively
rule on cases, and will not let partisanship or personal beliefs
conflict with their interpretation of the constitution.
Liberals worry that Alito willadd another conservative voice
on the Supreme Court, which would throw off the current
balance, and allegedly cause the law of the United States to
roll back 30 years in time..
This of course is a reference to Alito's stance on abortion,
which he has only indirectly ruled on once, but is likely to be
a focal point ofhis confirmation hearings.
While Alito's personal beliefs regarding abortion are cloudy,
and it remains unclear whether or not he would rule against
Roe v. Wade. If he is truly fit for the job, he will allow his
interpretation of the constitution, not his personal beliefs, to
guide his decisions.
It will ultimately be the Senate hearings, scheduled in Janu-
ary, that will provide us with the necessary information as to
whether ornot we should support Alito. However, we should
approach this candidate with an objective mind, just as we
hope he will use an objective mind if confirmed.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Kevin Curley,
Canda Harbaugh andNicholas Lollini. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinionsof the authors andnot necessarily those
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
All torture by the hands










On August 12, 1949, the I
United States along with L
47 other nations ratified the j[
Geneva Conventions, which ®
would become the basis for
international law. However,
since the commencement
of the war in Iraq, dozens
of allegations regarding the
abuse and torture of impris-
oned enemy combatants as
well as alleged enemy com-
batants have surfaced, all of
which are condemned by the
Geneva Conventions.
Although it is likely that
torture techniques have been
implemented throughout
recent history, it is impera-
tive that the United States,
as well as the rest of the
industrialized world, ceases
to Condone and severely
punishes all acts of torture.
While the image of the
United States around the
world continues to suffer, senior
administration officials, along
with the president and vice presi-
dent themselves, have stepped
forward in stern opposition to Sen.
John McCain's proposed amend-
ment, which attempts to reform
interrogation techniques and
curb the recent rise of reported
abuses.
The amendment proposed by
McCain, R-Ariz., seeks to clearly
identify those interrogation tech-
niques that are accepted and fall
into accordance with the Geneva
Conventions regarding the treat-
ment of prisoners, while at the
same time condemning torture
of all prisoners in United States
custody.
If the United States is ever go-
ing to defeat terrorism, it must
attack the root of the problem.
Terrorists, insurgents, essentially
everyone who fights against the
United States, are not fighting out
of blind rage. It is the people who
feel with some level of justice
that they have been wronged by
the United States, and view their
current actions as retaliation.
If the United States is truly set
on defeating terrorism, we need
to look critically at our actions
throughout the world, and exam-
ine the reason thatpeople feel that
we have wronged them.
This process starts with the
United States halting all of its
controversial interrogation tech-
niques, severely reprimanding
those who have torturedprisoners
as well as anyone who has given
approval of those actions. Despite
the acts of torture being carried
out by what Donald Rumsfeld la-
beled as a few bad apples, it seems
unlikely that these individuals
acted without approval of their
superiors.
Vice President Cheney has
argued and lobbied multiple
republican senators that have
supported McCain's amendment,
to exempt the C.I.A. from any
imposed regulations, so that they
can continue to have all means
necessary, available to the pursuit
of terrorists.
However, justification for this
exemption remains hard to find.
From an administration which
adamantly denies condoning the
practice of torture, granting the
C.I.A. permission to engage in
an act that is accepted by neither
international law or by the cur-
rent administration, seems to only
provide a potential loophole in an
amendment which strives to abol-
ish torture.
The United States as a nation is
a leader. The precedent that we set
will be emulated by much of the
rest of the world. Proponents of
sidestepping theregulations of the
Geneva Conventions argue that
terrorists do not abide by regula-
tions of international law, and as
a result we are not obligated to
abide by the regulations when
dealing with them either.
The United States must con-
tinue to hold itself to a higher
standard than those who seek to
harm us; once we allow ourselves
to disregard international law,
when we begin to turn a blind eye
to government-sponsored torture,
we sink to the level of terrorists.
In order to maintain our stature as
a civilized nation we must con-
tinue to hold ourselves to the most
stringent standard possible.
America will do itselfno favors
if it does not address the issue of
torture in our foreign facilities.
Clear and concise guidelines
for military personnel as well as
severe penalties for those who
infract theregulations set forth by
the United States are necessary.
In order to stop the practice of
torture in United States sponsored
facilities, there must be a uniform
standard, to which everyone is
held accountable.
There can be no excuses for
American-sponsored torture, no
exceptions. Everyone, from those
within this administration that
sanctioned its use, down to the
personnel that inflicted torture
among prisoners, needs to be rep-
rimanded and promptly removed
from theirpositions.
McCain's amendment is a step
in the right direction, and must be
promptly accepted by Congress
and signed by the president. The
United States is not a nation that
condones torture and must not
make exceptions when fighting
an unconventional enemy.
Clear guidelines that are in ac-
cordance with international law
must be implemented not only to
stop the atrocities inflicted by tor-
ture, but also to begin the healing
process of the United States image
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THE BODY
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC SALONS
Salons offer students the opportunity




Academic Salons at Seattle
University have many ben-
efits. First, they encourage
students to venture beyond
the classroom, taking charge
of his or her own learning
process. Second, salons wel-
come students to explore
taboo topics in a comfortable
setting. Third, they advocate
individualism - for people to
cometo their ownconclusions
after thoughtful discussion on
a given topic.
With all these reasons to
support Academic Salons,
it remains important for the
studentbody to attend events
planned for this school year.
Besides, none of the talks
require a fee forparticipation.
Since tuition does not come
cheap at SU, getting the most
for your money in all aspects
ofthe universitymust produce
actions and behaviors among
youngpeople that show com-
plete involvement in the aca-
demic atmosphere. Students
should take charge of their
own learning, and Academic
Salons are a great avenue to
explore when wanting to put
one's intellect to good use.
When youngadults possess
the ability to think abstractly
and profoundly, it raises stan-
dards for the generation as a
whole - free thinkers begin
to have a voice.
The current theme of the
Academic Salons is "The
Body: Site of Oppression
and Liberation." Last year
students discussed topics on
consumption and poverty,
and in 2003 the theme of the
Academic Salons was sexual
justice.
Academic Day during
freshman orientation offers an
introduction to the Academic
Salon program. The college
years are supposed to encour-
age debateabout controversial
issues and offer opportunities
for diverse opinions - so why
are some students complain-
ing about the salons?
A couple weeks ago, bell
hooks visited SU to discuss
the oppression of the black
female body. Out of this ap-
pearance, some disagreement
among students materialized
when hooks challenged the
campus to take a strong look
at themselves and their com-
munity. For the first time in a
long while, multiple students
asked themselves the ques-
tion: "Am I racist?"
Additionally, Academic
Salons have secured space for
SU in the mainstream press.
The Seattle Times printed a
story on March 2,2004 called
"Touchy topic ofsex is out in
the open at Seattle U."
Examining complex social
issues that have an impact on
people's lives never seems a
waste of time. SU advertises
itselfas having the most cul-
turally diverse student popula-
tion of any university in the
Pacific Northwest. It is time
for these different opinions to
be heard and expressed.
In The Seattle Times ar-
ticle, associate professor of
communications, Mara B.
Adelman, definedAcademic
Salons as "informal gather-
ings where important ideas
are exchanged."
While students considered
the consequences of con-
sumption and poverty, SU
hosted Tent City 3 in Febru-
ary. Indeed, promising an
education so hands-on turns
out responsible adults capable
of maintaining a deeper un-
derstanding of world issues
than most people could ever
dream.
The new SoundbodySalons
emphasize the need for stu-
dents to liberate themselves
through action. With "Walk
& Talk" in the mornings, Tai
Chi on Thursdays and Yoga on
Wednesdays, thepossibilities
are endless for students who
take enough initiative to ven-
ture out of their dorm rooms
and apartments.
With activities as varied
as talks about date rape, in-
formation on tattoos or body
piercing and an appearance
from the executive director
of the Seattle Sex Positive
Community Center after the
screening of "Kinsey," Aca-
demic Salons have produced
successful results so far.




that have an im-
pact on people's
lives never seems
a waste of time.
Academic Salons are unsuccessful as a result




good to think about and dis-
cuss.
The topics are even, often
times, controversial, hard
subjects - topics that gener-
ally are difficult to think about
talking about, and topics that
cause general discomfort in
the public mind. Issues like
body image, eating disor-
ders, everything about sex
you ever wanted to know but
didn't dare ask, poverty and
consumption, sexual justice;
how could anyone not be
curious?
My guess is theproblem is
that people are lazy and com-
placent. They care, and they
say that they care, but they
never really do anything.
The truth is,you can't force
people to care. I mean toreally
care. So people wouldrather
Let's get one thing straight
right now. You will not be get-
ting extra credit for reading
this article. If that means that
this article does not appeal
to you in any way, shape or
form, oh well, I guess.
Since the inception of the
Academic Salons on campus
three years ago, one of the
biggest buzzes I've heard
around campus is, "Oh, I'm
going because I'm getting
extra credit."
Pardon me if I'm wrong,
but I was under the impres-
sion that theAcademic Salons
were supposed to be forums
for students, faculty and staff
to interact, listen and learn
about different subjects that
are pertinent to our everyday
lives
I think it's kind ofsad that
this is the way theAcademic
Salons are viewed on campus.
I mean, it just seems like it's
a gigantic waste of time, ef-
fort, money, blood, sweat and
tears, if your main audience
has ulterior motives for be-
ing where they are. They're
not going to get as much out
of the session, and the only
thing that's going to be on
their minds is, "I'm getting
extra credit for this."
What is theproblem? Why
don't people seem more than
just superficially interested?
The salons are designed with
relevant discussions to things
occurring in our everyday and
academic lives, and things
that would do us all some
sit back and be comfortable
either in their ignorance, or
in their acceptance ofwhat is,
and wouldrather not discuss
it or change it.
Additionally, the faculty
hasn't been much involved in
going to see the salons either;
except when they are the ones
presenting, orsupporting one
of their departmentpeers.
Why is it that no one, not
even our own professors, are
finding the academic salons
engaging? There are a total
of 7,062 students at Seattle
University, and the average
turnout for attendance at a
salon is anywhere from 25-
60 people. There should be a
better turnout than that.
This makes me wonder
what the point is at all. I
mean, what I can see now is
a "damned ifyou do, damned
if you don't" situation. There
are the people who might ask,
what's thepoint ofhaving the
academic salons? They serve
no purpose if no one is going
to them. However, there are
people who would probably
get pretty upset if we were
to suddenly not have them
anymore.
Perhaps the problem is not
that we, as an entire com-
munity, are not disinterested,
but that we're not engaged.
Perhaps there's not enough
publicity - or the right kind
- to get it out there.
I've heard people say that
they were engaged once they
got to the salon, but that
they wouldn't have gone if
it weren't for some outside
influence - such as extra credit
or some sort of assignment.
It takes two to tango, as they
say, but when no one is really
doing their part right, it just
looks likepeople flailing aim-
lessly on the dance floor.
When the salon coordina-
tors man-up and take the lead,
I'm sure the community will
be there to follow.
Perhaps the prob-
lem is not that





Letters to the Editor:
Idea of Intelligent Design is not fit for the scientific classroom
Dear Editor:
These days it seems there are several
rampant misconceptions regarding the idea
of intelligent design - note the use of the
word "idea." Abasic misunderstanding of
what a theory is, for example, is one area
of confusion.
The dictionary describes a theory as,
"A set of statements or principles devised
to explain a group of facts or phenomena,
especially one that has been repeatedly
tested or is widely accepted and can be
used to make predictions about natural
phenomena"
Intelligent design does not fit those
criteria. Why, you may ask, do I insist on
caviling over such minutia as the usage of
the word theory in front of this idea? The
point being, that intelligent design is not
a theory. There is no scientific evidence
to support intelligent design, it has not
been "repeatedly tested," it cannot make
scientific predictions, nor is it widely ac-
cepted in the scientific community to which
it is attempting to belong; it is based on
conjectures.
According to the Seattle-based Discov-
ery Institute, a think-tank that has been
instrumental in this idea gaining publicity,
"The theory of intelligent design holds that
certain features of the universe and of living
things are best explained by an intelligent
cause rather than an undirected process
such as natural selection." Taken alone,
this idea is seemingly not religious.
The problem - another common mis-
conception - is that, the people who are
promoting this idea are touting intelligent
design as the scientific version ofBiblical
creationism.
Because it has been labeled as a theory,
people are suggesting that intelligent
design be taught in public schools as an
alternative to evolution.
Until intelligent design is backed by the
majority of the science community and
supported by evidence in multiple fields of
science, such as biology, geology, paleon-
tology, physics, and anthropology, it should
not be taught in public schools.
Intelligent design would be especially
inappropriate for science classes, as the
idea is not based on scientific method, nor
does it have any substantial support among
scientists.
Intelligent design would be a fantastic
topic for a college philosophy class, or a
church Sunday school lesson, but it cannot
be taught in public schools, especially not
when, at least recently, it is associated so
closely with Christian creation beliefs.
If we present both the evolutionary view
and the intelligent design view, how are
we going to address all of the other non-
scientific or religious views of creation that
people are bound to have?
I am not claiming to know which side
is right, and I'm not trying to prove intel-
ligent design wrong. However, intelligent
design's nonconformity to the scientific
method, its lack of scientific evidence,
and most importantly, the impossibility
of proving that an "intelligent designer"
created life earns it a spot in a philosophy
book rather than a science text. For now,
schools need to stick with the facts, the
scientific facts.
-Peter Moore
No to public smoking
Dear Editor.
I am completely dumbfounded by the
article addressing InitiativeMeasure 901 and
how an opinion piece of that caliber could
ever stand a chance ofbeing published. The
arguments put forth by Ms. Swanson were
seriously lacking and rudely incorrect. I'm
sorry to inform you that smoking is an issue
to non-smokers. Second-hand smoke, a fac-
tor you carelessly dismissed in your piece,
causes approximately 3,000 lung cancer
deaths and 35,000 heart disease deaths in
adult nonsmokers in the United States each
year alone (American Lung Association).
Now compare that with the 17,013people
in the U.S. who diedin alcohol-relatedmotor
vehicle crashes (National Center for Injury
Prevention & Control).
You asked, "...why smoking is so highly
criticized when drinking alcohol has equally
negative effects." Here's one thought: look
at the numbers. Don't compare oranges to
apples and then urge the reader to change
their vote on the initiative. It insults their
intelligence.
-Sacha Maxim
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False e-mail stirs up concerns about bookstore
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu.edu
Deep Throat was at work in
the Pacific Northwest.
This time the e-mail, from
a free Yahoo account wit 1
the name "Jesuit Disillusion
ment," made allegations tha
SU's Bookstore was bein
outsourced in order to func
the "12th & Cherry Housin
Project." Using statistics an<
evidence that pointed to nega
tive effects of outsourcing
higher textbookprices, fewe
discounts and less work-stud
jobs for students - the e-mai
argued against the decision.
By the next day, the uni
versity released an official
response. All administrators
made clear that there are not
- and never have been - any talks to outsource the book-
"Jesuit Disillusionment" has not been identifiedand could
not be reached for comment.
Michel George, associate vice president for Facilities, was
specifically mentioned in the anonymous email as being a
key proponent for the plan. He acknowledges that while
changes are underway for the bookstore, they do not include
outsourcing.
"That e-mail was totally erroneous," he said. "Never was
there a discussion of not having a bookstore or ofoutsourc-
ing the bookstore."
Instead, he outlined changes that will be made. By Septem-
ber 2008, Seattle University is planning to have a five-story,
approximately $35 million multipurpose building developed
at the corner of 12thand Cherry that will include a new book-
store, commercial retail on the ground floor and a residence
hall capable of housing 250 students above. This is just one
of the many changes the school is making to raise the capacity
of students in residence halls from 1600 to around 2000.
It is clear that the residential halls are currently packed
to capacity, and a way to partially alleviate the stress is the
construction of the new building. Though the new rooms will
be housing for undergraduate students that will include the
typical setup of RAs and residence hall directors, there will
be a different layout.
"It'll be kind of like you have in Bellarmine and Campion
on either side - it will be more apartment style, kind of like
the Murphys," George said. "So it's kind ofa hybrid of two,
which is where housing is evolving to."
The "Jesuit Disillusionment" e-mail may have been incor-
rect regarding the outsourc-
ing, but there is truth to the
claim that SeattleUniversity
is working with private real
estate developer Maria Bar-
rientos.
Barrientos' past works in-
clude numerous high-profile
projects around Seattle: she
oversaw the budget, design
and construction of the Se-
attle Art Museum's Olympic
Structure Park, was consul-
tant for renovation of the sth
Avenue Theater and was in
charge of development of
the International District's
Uwajimaya Village.
also done work for Seattle University before.
She was responsible for developing the Mur-
phy Apartments immediately following SU's
acquisition of the law school, and worked
to develop the new performing arts center
on campus.
She is also listed as being president of the
Community Advisory Board of the Seattle
University Major Institution Master Plan, a
group that gauges and reports to the city on
the community response to the expansion of
an institution.
"We brought in Maria to help us becausewe
were looking at ways to make this happen,"
George said in reference to the 12th& Cherry
project. "We're struggling really hard to make
this work financially, which is better for the
students as well as the bookstore in the long
term, and having things like [the e-mail] come along don't
really help anybody all."
The general mood at the Seattle University Bookstore is
calm, and those employees who were aware of the e-mail
weren't worried. Whether it is despite of or directly stem-
ming from the rising cost oftextbooks, the bookstore remains
profitable.
A study released by the State Public Interest Research
Groups earlier this year shows the average student will pay
$900 a year - and almost $4,000 if they attend a four-year
school - on textbooks alone. Rising prices can be attributed to
the questionable tactics ofbundling books with CD-ROMs and
releasing new editions every few years that limit the supply
ofused books and force students to buy a new edition that, on
average, has risen in price 12 percent since its predecessor.
"The bookstore is one of the highest-grossing bookstores,
in terms ofprofit, in the country," saidBob Spencer, manager
of the bookstore. "We make over a 14 percent return in net
contribution to the university now, which is up with the top
stores in the country in terms offinancial return."
Spencer also denies any truth to the allegations ofoutsourc-
ing, usually a move made by universities that cannot handle
keeping theirbookstore afloat. But he acknowledges that to
the best of his knowledge, the plans for relocation to 12th
Avenue are still in motion.
Though changes may lay ahead for the Seattle University
bookstore, the school's official position is that outsourcing is
not, andnever has been, one of them. No more has been heard
from "Jesuit Disillusionment," and the administration is no
closer to finding out who it is.
The e-mail seems to vaguely suggest that the writer is an
employee of the bookstore. Catherine Walker, vice president
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outsourcing happening, says she's not worried.
"I wrote to that e-mail address -1 haven't heard back, and
don't expect I will - but I wrote to them and basically said
that I thought doing thatkind ofthing was a form ofambush,"
she said. "I made a comment to them, 'I think what you may
find is thatyour disillusionment is self-inflicted.. .you're disil-
lusioned about things you shouldn't be disillusioned about
Kyle Smith
While there are no plans to outsource the
bookstore, the university is planning on
relocating it in the future.
Kyle Smith
An anonymous e-mail sent to select
people on campus last week started the
rumor that the university's bookstore
was going to be outsourced.
Students protest election anniversary
Students filled the streets of downtown
Seattle and Westlake Center to protest
President Bush and the war in Iraq last
Wednesday as part of a national walk-
out.
Seattle University student Lauren Brad-
ley (left) joined not only other college
students, but students from local high
schools and middle schools at the protest.





Opportunities for students who
are parents to meet each other do
not come often.
Diane Schmitz of Commuter
Student Services organized a
luncheon on Nov. 2 for parents
to share stories.
"This is our first meeting of
the year," she said. "Any mar-
ginalized group needs to have
a voice, and this luncheon is a
great start to alert the school of
issues concerning parents who
take classes here."
Until 2000, SU ran a childcare
center. They sold the building,
and money from the sale was
used for the childcare subsidy
program. There are 70 known stu-
dent parents at SU - 13 of these
individuals receive childcare
subsidies each year by lottery.
The parents agreed an on-cam-
pus daycare would help ease the
stress.
They also encouraged the
school to plan social events
where children are allowed to
attend.
"It would be something fun we
could do together with our kids,"
said Colleen McConaghy, a non-
traditional student and liberal
studies major.
To receive financial aid, many
student parents have no choice
but to register full-time. Some
parents at the meeting said they
felt like quitting school, but they
encouraged each other to keep
going.










A survivor ofArgentina's dirty war spoke
parallels between the former Argentine
government and the U.S. government.
The survivor, Patricia Isasa, was held
prisoner as a teenager and routinely tor-
tured for over two years by the Argentine
government in the 19705. She spoke to a
crowd Monday about how she initiated
an investigation










are now in jail.
eight people are in
jail and awaiting
trial in Argentina.
long them is an"ederal judge,ex-assistant
secretary for se-
policemen. One
of the ex-policemen is a graduate of the
School of the Americas (SOA), a U.S.
combat training school for Latin American
soldiers that was renamed the Western
Hemisphere Institute for Security Coopera-
The dirty war began in 1976 when the
Argentine military successfully overthrew
the government. The military junta main-
tained control by torturing and killing
supposed dissidents, which were mostly
trade-unionmembers, students and people
thought to promote left-wing views.
These people were in the
middle of the night and taken to secret
government detentioncenters where most
were never seen again.
Isasa was taken at age 16, along with
29 other high school students at the same
time, because she was a class delegate
to the High School Student Union. Isasa
pointed out that she was obviously not a
threat, and that her disappearance was to
serve as an example.
"When they kidnapped me, they tried to
make me an example. They kidnapped 30
students. This was a plan. One part ofa plan
of repression," said Isasa. "We were not a
threat. We didn't have weapons; we didn't
have bombs - all we had was books."
Conservative estimates say 10,000
people were killed as a result of the
military's dirty war, but human rights
groups estimate the number is closer to
"In Argentina, this is one whole gen-
eration - killed," said Isasa. "Of course
the U.S. policy agreed with this kind of
massacre."
ofState Henry Kissinger and high ranking
U.S. officials gave their full support to the
Argentine military junta and urged them
to hurry up and finish the dirty war before
the U.S. Congress could cut military aid to
Argentina.
"I don't think students understand the
extent of the impact U.S. foreign policy
has on other nations, particularly third-
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To take all of our
es and give them
to the companies.
It's not a coinci-
dence that now in
Iraq the U.S. gov-
ernment is mak-
of the resources to give to the companies.
It's the same policy," said Isasa.
She noted, and it was also mentioned
in the documentary, the similarities in the
methods of torture she endured under the
Argentine government and the torture the
U.S. military has inflicted on Iraqis in the
Abu Gharib prison.
In the documentary Isasa described the
Argentine government's use ofhumiliation,
rape, electric shock and forcing prisoners
to stay in painful positions for long periods
of time.
"I felt so sad when I heard about Abu
Gharib," said Isasa. "I thought, 'this is the
same torture.' But it is not coincidence.
The School of Americas is a school that
teaches torture."
Many of the students who came to Isasa's
talk will be attending the annual School
of Americas protest at Fort Benning, Ga.,
home to one of the world's largest military
bases and WHINSEC.
"[lsasa's] account was particularly
touching for those ofus going to the School
of Americas protest next weekend," com-
mented Khuu.
Tom Martinell, a senior English major,
who will also be attending the SOAprotest,
believed that Isasa's talk was especially
important for students.
"I think it's important for students to be
aware of human rights violations going
on in the world because it is everyone's
responsibility to fight against injustice
wherever it is happening."
The SOA protest is also on Isasa's itin-
erary.
Becky Lawrence
Patricia Isasa recounts being held
prisoner in Argentina for over two
years and the investigation that
led to the arrest of former top gov-
ernment officials.
Wal-Mart film challenges
students to fight injustice
Bonnie Hsueh
hsuehm@seattleu.edu
consumers probably don'trealize it's actu-
ally costing themmuch more.
at Seattle Univer-













on the United States'
economy, present-
ing the changing dynamics between the
manufacturersand retailers.
Due to Wal-Mart's powerful demand
for lower prices, manufacturers have been
forced to produce goods in China with
cheaper labor. It is causing American job
losses and the extinction of small local
Natalie Stephenson, a first year student
at the Seattle University law school, feels
the documcnttirv nrcssnts 3. nvoVilem in
American society — getting cheap goods
"I really believe that Americans are
heavily conditioned to be consumers,"
said Stephenson. "We are conditioned to
believe from a very early age that 'stuff-
equals happiness, and when we are un-
happy our response is to
consume even more."
She also noted that in
the United States, even
though we have a large
amount of possessions
we have more depressed
citizens.
"We have an unusu-
ally high number of
anxious and depressed
people out there, much
more than in other coun-
tries that are otherwise
comparable to ours in
socioeconomic condi-
tions," said Stephenson.
Dr. Dana Gold, director
of the CCLS, hopes to present complex
issues involving society and corporations
and to encourage examination of the role
law plays in them.
"As lawyers, we have both the obliga-
tion and tools to prevent injustice," said
Gold. "By looking at some of the root
causes of injustice rather than just the
symptoms, we can begin to understand
the problem and think creatively about
solutions that create a just and sustainable
"We are conditioned
to believefrom a very
early age that 'stuff,
equals happiness, and
when we are unhap-
py our response is to
consume even more."
-Natalie Stephenson,
first year law student
Generations of scholars
gather at legacy reception
Marissa Cruz
cruzm4 7@seattleu. edu
Seattle University legacy scholars gath-
ered this past Saturday for a new event
to be held annuall - the Legacy Scholar
Reception.
Legacy scholars are students that come
from families of multiple generation
alumni. The university provides a special
scholarship to these students called the
McGoldrick Alumni Scholarship.
The scholarship was started in 1979
by the Bangasser family, close friends of
Fr. James B. McGoldrick, late dean and
professor of the educational psychology
department.The Bangassers set up a fund
in the 1950sand '60s to donate to children
ofalumni. Today, more than $250,000 has
been awarded in student scholarships.
This year there are 36 scholars, a select
number of whom attended the Legacy
Scholar Reception with generations of
family in tow. Most notable was the Sex-
tan/Moore family with three generations
in attendance. The current member of
their family at SU is Peter Moore, a fresh-
man biology major.
In a casual gathering put together by
AlumniRelations, the students and fami-
lies sipped hot apple cider and shared their
generational links to Seattle University. It
is an event that can now be expected for
years to come.
Joey Anchondo
Three generations of the Sextan/Moore family have attended
Seattle University. They, along with other legacy families,
shared their story at a reception held on Saturday.
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SecurityReports
Graffiti found on Xavier
Tuesday, Nov. 1 -10:15 a.m.
PS received a report of gray spray paint graffiti on
the east wall of Xavier. A clean up work order was
sent to facilities.
Student athlete breaks wrist
Tuesday, Nov. 1 -12:55 p.m.
An athletic trainercontacted PS and requested PS to
escort a student athlete from the Connolly Center to
the hospital for follow-up care as the trainerbelieved
the student may have broken his wrist when he fell at
the facility. The student was examined and found to
have a broken wrist.
Student assaulted on 15th and Jefferson
Tuesday, Nov. 1-4:15 p.m.
A studentreported to PS that the day before, at about
4 p.m. in the afternoon, he was walking home just
south of campus. The student said he passed a bus
stop at 15thAvenue and East Jefferson where a male
hit him and they wrestled to the ground. The male
took his I-Pod and ran off. The student reported the
incident to SPD.
Money stolen from restroom
Tuesday, Nov. 1 - 4:30 p.m.
Ajanitorial supervisor reported finding that a woman's
napkin dispenser was broken into in the first floor
woman's restroom ofthe Lemieux Library. The coins
in the box had been stolen.
Vehicle stolen
Tuesday, Nov. 1 - 5:40 p.m.
A staffperson reported to PS and SPD she returned to
her parked vehicle location on 13thAvenue and East
Cherry Street and her car was missing. Police found
the vehicle about 48 hours later at South Center.
Burnt popcorn trips alarm
Tuesday, Nov. 1 - 10:15 p.m.
PS and SFD responded to an automatic fire alarm trip
on the eighth floor ofCampion. They found that burnt
popcorn tripped the smoke alarms.
Suspicious alarm alerts PS
Wednesday, Nov. 2-3:35 a.m.
PS responded to a security alarm in room 307 of the
Administration Building. When PS arrived the room
was secure and the alarm system turned on. The area
was searched - no one was present and there were no
signs of tampering.
Potpourri trips alarm
Wednesday, Nov. 2-2:30 p.m".
A potpourri pot was left on in Xavier and set off the
room fire detector.
Bag stolen from staff office
Thursday, Nov. 3 - 11:40 am
A staffperson in the Garrand Building reported she
arrived to her office and placed her bag containing a
lunch, hat and vitamins in her desk. About 9:30 a.m.,
she went to a meeting for 30 minutes, returned and
went to another short meeting and returned. At about
11:35 a.m. she noticed her bag was missing.
Clogged showers cause ceiling to leak
Thursday, Nov. 3 - 10:20 p.m.
PS got a call from the Bellarmine resident hall direc-
tor that water was starting to leak through the ceiling.
PS responded and found that the drain in the student
showers above the resident hall director's apartment
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MANTODRUNK TODRIVEFA-TALLYHIYBY CARW ILEWALKINGHOME
SULTAN, Wash. (AP) - Relatives and
friends took Benjamin A. Wright's car
keys at his 55th birthday party, saying
he'd had too much to drink to get behind
the wheel, but he still wound up dying in
a traffic accident.
Not long after being told he should spend
the night at his son's place, Wright said he
was going outside for a smoke. Instead, he
apparently began walking home and was
fatally struck by a car about 10 p.m. Sunday
in the eastbound lane of U.S. 2 in this town
about 40 miles northeast of Seattle, Police
Chief Fred Walser said.
Wright died at the scene and the driver, a
54-year-old GoldBar woman, was treated
for minor injuries at Valley General Hos-
pital in Monroe.
There was no immediate word on wheth-
er charges would be filed, but Walser said
the woman apparently didn't see Wright in
the road, Walser said.
Wright was wearing dark clothing, and
"it's very dark in that part of town," the
police chief said.
MAN SOUGHT IN KILLINGS HAD
BEEN ARRESTED,THERE-LEASED
BREMERTON, Wash. (AP) - A man
was drunk in his car before his wife and
13-year-old stepson were found shot to
death, but by the time the bodies were
discovered he had been released, Kitsap
county sheriff's deputies say.
Ballistics tests have linked a shotgun
found in the trunk of the car of Bryan
Christopher Matsen, 35, who remains at
large, to the killing of Evelyn Matsen, 34,
and her son, Wahren Agonoy, deputies said
Monday.
Matsen was taken into custody about
5 p.m. Friday in Edmonds after he was
found slumped over the steering wheel of
his car on a ferry headed for the suburb
between Seattle and Everett. Police said
they found shotgun shells in his pocket
and a 12-gauge shotgun loaded with five
shells in the trunk.
When being booked, he started making
"suicidal statements," according to Kitsap
County sheriff's deputy Scott Wilson.
Edmonds police cited him for being in
"physical control" of a car while under the
influence of alcohol and turned him over
to Stevens Hospital for a mental evaluation
while his 1981 white Mercedes 300 D was
impounded.
Matsen was released after the evaluation.
Hospital officials would not release further
information, Wilson said.
He said he could not fault Edmonds po-
lice for their handling of the case.
"They treated the guy as a drunk that
was expressing suicidal ideation," Wilson
said.
Deputies found the bodies after another
employee at Belmont Terrace, a Bremer-
ton assisted living home where Evelyn
Matsen worked, called 911 to say she had
not shown up Sunday and had been hav-
ing "domestic issues" with her husband,
investigators wrote.
Documents in the county clerk's of-
fice show she filed for a protection order
against her husband Oct. 27, a little more
than a week before she died, and a hear-
ing on her request was scheduled for this
Thursday.
She wrote that her husband had been
drinking Sept. 24, picked her up and "threw
me out in the living room." When deputies
arrived at the house, he was gone.
Deputies also went to the house Oct. 26
when Matsen locked out his wifeand step-
son and twice the next day after he returned
home, took one of the family's cars, then
returned again with a metal baseball bat.
Sheriff's reports indicate that he said
he planned to attack his wife with the bat,
and deputies issued an arrest warrant for
second-degree assault, but he fled once
again.
Matsen'srecord also includes a drunken
driving arrest in May 1996 and an arrest
in July 1996 for trespassing, assault and
disorderly conduct, both in Flagstaff,
Ariz., as well as a drunken driving charge
after he was arrested at his home on Dec.
18,2004.
A protestor holds up a poster, as members of the Zimbabwe
Trade Union are taken to the police station in a truck after
they were arrrested in Harare, Tuesday, Nov, 8, 2005, follow-
ing a demonstration advocating for the availabitity of basic
food stuffs, fuel and an end to the harsh economic crisis the
country is facing. Zimbabwe is facing its worst economic
crisis since attaining Independence in 1980.
The Spectator
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remic Salpns is the Body. Ac-
knowledging the importance of
this, The Spectator, in the next
four pages, explores some of
the rnany issues surrounding the
The articles are meant to be
an informative and entertaining
look at th|? issues surrounding
I students and their concept of
their own bodies.
/4 Cm& Ctyticle:
• The American body image
• A foreign perspective on beauty
• History of reshaped bodies
• Sex and Health






Everyone has a way of expressing them-
selves. For some, it's in the form of words
and poetry. For others, it's painting, weld-
ing, mixed media, woodworking, sewing,
drawing, telling jokes, collaging, making
mix-tapes/CDs — the list goes on and on.
For some, self-expression comes through
the art of ink permanently traced into their
skin, leaving an indelible mark that speaks
volumes about particular moment in their
lives— whether or not the tattoo is viewed
as a positive or negative aspect of their
body image.
For centuries, tattoos have been a way
of telling things about one's life. In many
cultures tattoos were often used to indicate
membership of a particular tribe or clan and
place in society. We still see evidence of this
today as members of different groups, like
the military, have their respective insignias
or symbols tattooed on their bodies. It is
even seen within close groups of friends and
family members, with tattoos of surnames,
family crests, markings ofheritage and sym-
bols that have particular meaning.
But, in this day and age, when our culture
and society is all about body image, the
question that begs to be asked is, how do tat-
toos affect our perceptions of body image?
Tattoos seem to be a paradox in our cul-
ture. They're popular, and many people have
at least one, yet, they are considered taboo.
Many parents advise against them, some
forbid them, and some jobs in professional
settings don't allow them to be visible;
whether we like it or not, people are con-
stantly judging us by our appearance.
"Tattoos are a form of expression. They
differentiate you from those without them. I
believe that every person's body is a canvas.
It tells the story of your life through birth-
marks, scars and tattoos. You just have to
choose how to tell it," said Danielle Ross,
a senior communication major.
Throughout the history ofhuman culture,
there have been various body modifications
practiced to make the human form seem
beautiful: foot binding, extreme corseting,
neck lengthening and lip stretching, to name
a few. Cosmetic surgery is just our modern
representation of an age-old theme. It seems
strange that such extreme cases of body
modification to create a more pleasing ideal
would be socially acceptable, while inject-
ing ink under one's skin still provokes such
mixed reactions.
"I don't know, tattoos mean so many dif-
ferent things to so many people. They're just
like relationships. I mean, some are healthy
and have good motivations, others are purely
to impress people around you, and others
are just flat out unhealthy and driven by
the wrong reasons. And then, some are just
drunken mistakes late at night when you're
stumbling your way home," said Molly
Cevasco, a junior psychology and Spanish
major. "I don't have any because there's
nothing that I'm that attached to or that
forgetful about that I should have it printed
on me, but I'm not opposed to getting one
if the right idea came along."
Today, as in history, tattoos are often
viewed as rites ofpassage, marking a signifi-
cant event in one's life, whether it be simply
that (specifically in the United States) a
person became of legal age to get a tattoo,
the memory ofa loved one passing away, ora
tale of worldly or emotional travels.
There are many reasons behind people's
choices to get tattoos, but the main reason
seems to always lead back to self-expres-
sion.
"Often we have been set to fill certain
standards that do not allow for much self-
expression. [Getting tattooed] is many
people's way ofbreaking out of that. As we
are often striving to fit some certain mold,
whether it be through what we wear, what
size we are, we often feel the need to have
something that ties back to what we think
we are," saidKatie Youngling, a sophomore
psychology major .
Tattooing has had its ups and downs
throughout history, but it seems that how it
fits in with body image is entirely up to the
eye of the beholder: beautiful or not, it's a
growing part ofour lives and culture.
JoeyAnchondo
Tattoos can be a permanant symbol of an important journey,
physically or mentally.
Joey Anchondo
Tattoos can also serve as daily spiritual or religious reminders.
One teen magazine has, for more than 20 years, featured
articles on health and fitness. Almost 75 percent of those
articles promoted weight loss as a "way to become more
attractive." Constant exposure to body-focused advertising
becomes an issue of self-consciousness among American
females, leading to obsession over appearance.
Researchers have also found that almost 50 percent of
teen magazine advertisements address beauty, while 56
percent of television commercials aimed at women push
beauty as a product.
"I think fashion magazines are disgusting," said Carson.
"It's kind of funny [that the content is so negative], and that
girls still read them."
Society's obsession with masculinity has caused insecu-
rity in an increasing amount ofmen. The idealized image of
a well-built man has led to an increase in obsessive weight
training and the use of steroids to 'beef up.' One study
has uncovered that the increase in the sales of toy action
figures, which often sets unrealistic ideals for young boys,
is directly related to the rise of severe self-esteem issues
and depression in men.
The current, thin look of rock stars and male models has
led to an increase in the desire to look slender, sculpted
and almost feminine. Another popular option is the large,
muscular prototype with chiseled abs, large arms and de-
fined muscles. The rise in magazines directed towards men
magnifies the direct link betweenfinding an attractive mate
and having a perfect physique.
"The job ofthe media is to sell you something," saidChris
Stoll, a sophomore environmental engineering major. "It
represents whatpeople want to see. I think they presented an
idea, found thatpeople liked it and continued to sell it."
The push for thinness and perfection can lead to the
extreme. Those prone to perfectionism find themselves
counting calories and eating less in an effort to maintain an
image that is often airbrushed and unattainable. Anorexia
nervosa and bulimia nervosa are currently affecting 10 mil-
lion women and 1 million men across America. While 25
million are suffering from binge-eating disorders.
"In the last 20 years, there has been more of a focus on
the disorders," said Dr. Ellen Lin, a licensed psychologist
and assistant director at the Counseling and Psychological
Image and Eating Concerns
Group on campus.
"Our culture is caught up in
dieting, so people think that
it's normal [to want to lose
weight]. For someone with
anorexia or bulimia, percep-
tion of themselves becomes
completely skewed. Their
idea of thinness isn't based on
reality anymore, and they keep
College students are often
more at risk than other age
groups in developing an eating
disorder.
"College students tend to be
more concerned with what oth-
ers think," said Lin. "Individu-
als suffering from eating disor-
ders tend to be a perfectionist,
which is very characteristic
of college students [as well].
When on a college campus,
people tend to look at each
other, and judge one another
much more."
Athletes are among one
of the top groups at risk for
developing an eating disorder.
In a study ofDivision I NCAA
female athletes, more than one-
third of them had attitudes or
symptoms that would characterize them as anorexic. They
participate in sports that place a high emphasis on diet,
appearance, size and weight. Male wrestlers are especially
prone to eating disorders.
Advertisement images, supermodels and therelationship
between thinness and attractiveness have all been related to
lowered self-esteem among average Americans,
"I would say the mediaplays a huge role, in terms of the
emphasis on thinness," said Lin. "Fashion models oftoday
do not reflect the majority ofAmericans. In the 19505,they
represented 25 percent ofAmericans.. .today any imperfec-
tion is completely edited out. They do not reflect anyone,
yet people still strive [to look like that]."
Fashion models on average weigh 23 percent less than
the average female. Young women have a 7 percent chance
of becoming as slim as a model, and a 1 percent chance of
being as thin as a supermodel. Even with thesepercentages,
69 percent of American women say that models featured
in the magazines they read and the television they watch
influence their idea of a perfect body shape.
"One has to ask themselves this," says Stoll. "What is the
purpose of the media? To inform or entertain?"
Senior psychology major Natalie Barnhart knows first-
hand the experience of wanting to be a model. She was
selected to be a contestant on the third season of the hit
reality show "America's Next Top Model," and walked
out early.
The show features universally recognized supermodel
Tyra Banks as its host. The UPN hit places 14 young,
beautiful hopefuls in competition with each other to win a
contract with Ford Models, a spread in Elle Magazine, and
a $100,000contract with CoverGirl.
"The first thing they do is bring out the tape measure,"
Barnhart said. "The [winning] contract said that if you
gain 5 pounds, you had a month to lose it, otherwise you
would lose your contract. You had to stay the same weight
for 4 years."
"It costs thousands ofdollars to alterevery picture in the
'Top Model' portfolio," Barnhart explained. "The girls [on
the show] honestly look like everyone else. They change
theirproportions on TV and in the pictures; they look noth-
ing like [what is shown]."
"I left ['Top Model'] because they really de-emphasize
individuality," Barnhart said. "They make you into what
they want. I went into the show thinking that I could have
my own fashion sense."
She gave up life as a model to come to school. "Educa-
tion is much more important than being someone's Barbie,"
she said.
In 1998, Mattel decided it was time for a makeover. After
much criticism from feminist groups, psychology circles
and parents, the doll manufacturer answered the demands
for a more realistic portrayal of the female body. IfBarbie
were real, her measurements wouldbe an impossible 38-18-
34. So after 38 years, Barbie underwent breast reduction,
hip liposuction and was given a less extreme waistline.
In over 40 years, the range ofpeople who love and love
to hate the plastic, tan American body image has extended































Anorexia nervosa and bulimia
nervosa are currently affecting 10
million women and 1 million men
across America. While 25 million
are suffering from binge-eating dis-
orders. -National Eating Disorder Association
Looking around campus will reflect the reality and variety of body typi
The Body: a look inside how the quest for be
Elongated
Neck
In Southeast Asia, the
Padaung women of Burma
wear brass rings around
their necks to achieve the
desired look of having a
long neck. The rings force
the collarbone down over
time, creating the illusion of
a longer neck.
The rings are first fitted to
a girl's neck at about the age
of six. The number of rings
is then increased as the girl
matures.
Those who remove the
rings often find ituncomfort-
able or unbearable to live
without them as their neck
muscles weaken from lack
ofuse. Today it is primarily
a voluntary practice, losing
ground, even though it is
encouraged by some offi-
cials because it has become
a tourist attraction. This has






For a thousand years the Chinese have viewed the
sculpted female foot as a mark of beauty. When a girl
reached the age ofabout 5 or 6 her motherand aunts began
the process of folding back and taping her toes under the
soles of her feet. It was painful and resulted in deformed
ankles, constant infectionsand limited mobility.
The best-shaped feet were tiny - no more than three
inches long - and were considered a woman's most desir-
able feature. A bound-foot wife was a symbol of a man's
wealth and status, as evidence that he could support an
idle woman. Foot binding was officially forbidden in the
late 1800s by China's Manchu emperors,but the practice
continued into the early twentieth century.
History ofRESHAPED bodies
For centuries people across many cultures have mani
der to achieve a cultural notion ofbeauty. The practici
to be universal, but rarely takes the same form in d
Hourglass Figure
The hourglass figure was all therage in the United States
from abut 1830 to 1900. This look, in which the
woman's lower ribcage and stomach were con-
stricted, while her breasts and hips flared out,
was achieved through wearing a corset.
Some were so desperate to attain the J
hourglass figure that, in addi-
tion to wearing a corset,
they had their lower
ribs removed. <>-.■•'s
This look came with
a price: fainting, hemor- .|p
rhoids, coughingandpalpitations 3
plagued many fashionable women.
Influence of the
American body image
(continued from page 1)
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Iventure? Converting to Islam. Yes, there is a Muslim
srsion of the American Barbie.
Her name is Fulla, and she has wide, brown eyes, dazzling
ng dark hair and comes with a variety of head scarves
id her own prayer rug. Unlike the American Barbie Doll
ho prances around in her hot pink car with Ken in the
issenger seat, Fulla has no male friends, though a protec-
/e brother doll may be in the works. You can buy trendy
ilia clothing for the indoors, and another outfit for when
ie goes out in public.
In a country where Barbie is currently banned, Fulla
ands triumphantly in her rectangle box on displays ev-
ywhere from Iraq to Morocco.
Fulla now has her own clothing line, CD player and
:real. During the Holy Month of Ramadan, young girls
in be seen sporting their pink Fulla prayer gowns while
leeling on their white Fulla prayer rugs.
While Americans obsess over waistlines and fall trends,
e young Manba girls of Shubuya are practicing their
illey girl slang. Known as the valley girls of Japan, these
rls dye theirhair platinum blonde and wear bright, trendy
othes and makeup. They are obsessed with tanning, eat
[cDonald's and sing their favorite Ashlee Simpson song
i a kareoke player.
While America continues to package and sell its skewed
iage of beauty, average people across the world are ex-
nining themselves in the mirror, wondering what they
>uld do differently.
One can buy makeup and clothing anywhere, but psycho-
gical peace and contentment is sold separately.
Becky Lawrence






BEAUTYCAN DICTATE OUR THOUGHTS AND ACTIONS
hsuehm@seattleu.edu
Featured Columnist
I remember playing the game 'I've
never...' with myAmerican friends, and they
laughed when they discovered that I'd never
shaved my legs, because Taiwanese girls
have almost invisible leg hair. On another
occasion, I was told that women with dark
facial hair who do not wax there are consid-
ered unsightly here.
Living in Taiwan for twenty years, I'd
never heard of shaving my legs or waxing
facial hair. It never affected or degraded my
sexual identity as a female there.
Yet, this is not to say that women in Taiwan
are not pressured by harsh beauty standards-
In some aspects, I think Taiwanese women
have higher physical expectations placed
on them.
First and the foremost is the prevailing
ideal of being thin. I can't remember how
many times it was 'suggested' that I should
be thinner. People would say, "You are
pretty, but it'd be great ifyou lost some more
weight." When my aunt in Taiwan calls me,
the first thing she wants to know is if I've
lost weight. You always hear girls saying
they're on a diet even ifthey are already as
skinny as a stick.
After asking about my new relationship,
my uncle in Taiwan once said, "Since you've
got a boyfriend, you must have lost some
weight." He, perhaps, intended to compli-
ment me since being thinner means being
more attractive.
However, having been here for two years
and after becoming more socially and cultur-
ally Americanized, I felt stunned. I did not
know how to continue the conversation and
instinctively responded in a very Taiwanese
way, "No, no, it's not true." (Taiwanese
people often deny a 'compliment'). He fol-
lowed with, "Oh, then it must mean your
boyfriend is not attractive."
I don't think he literally came to the con-
elusion that my boyfriend was unattractive.
As my understanding of the culture, he prob-
ably was justtrying to joke with me. He had
no idea of how insulting and rude his com-
ments wouldbe from aWestern perspective;
it's perfectly fine to say that in Taiwan. It's
very common, and many Taiwanese women
are trained to accept this sort of comment.
In the United States, I wear medium size
clothing. Yet in Taiwan, I am a somewhatbig
girl, which makes buying clothes and shoes
there frustrating and humiliating. This sum-
mer when visiting Taiwan, I realized — even
though I'd lost weight — clothing is now
even tinier, and I felt alienated.
I think this expectation of being thin, de-
spite the global trend, is deeply rooted in the
culture long ago. It is derived from Chinese
culture, for Taiwanese culture shares much
with the Chinese, whichhas preferred skinny
women ever since the Hang Dynasty (206
B.C. - A.D. 221). Recently, this has been
further reinforced by the influence of Japa-
nese fashion — where clothing and people
are relatively small. Japan is geographically
close and Taiwanese fashion closely follows
the Japanese.
You may wonder how the expectation of
being thin could be any higher than it is for
women in the United States. One thing to
remember is thatTaiwan is a homogeneous
and community-consensus culture. Here,
there is great ethnic diversity and a strong
emphasis on individualism. The Taiwanese
share very similar physical traits and are
expected to be conformist in many ways. In
other words, the standard ofbeauty is much
stricter and narrower; people tend to follow
the collective taste.
That's probably whyLouis Vuitton acces-
sories are so übiquitous in Taiwan. Within a
small island of roughly 14,400 sqaure miles
- only 20 percent the size of the state of
Washington - there are eight LV stores. On
the street in Taipei, the capital city in Taiwan,
girls look identical, with the same makeup,
hairstyle and clothing. They seem to lack
the confidence to dress differently because
of the pressure to follow the mainstream
culture.
I noticed my American friends seemed to
feel uncomfortable when I asked for their
opinion while trying on clothes. I quickly
realized this was a cultural difference. Here,
what other people think of your taste does
not matter much. What you think is far more
important. Having a different taste is a cool
thing.
Yet, in Taiwan, people are ingrained to
seek consensus. Youprobably wouldn'tbuy
clothes your friends didn't approve. If you
get a new haircut, you have to be prepared
for any mocking or criticism.
This reminds me ofan interesting conver-
sation with anAmerican friend. A stereotype
about Asians is that they are reserved and
never express their true feelings. You see
them saying yes often and smiling, but you
feel they are distant and perhaps not fully
honest with you. Nonetheless, in this case,
I think you can say that Taiwanese people
are honest in an extremely aggressive way.
They may openly insult you and disregard
your hurt feelings.
On the other hand, in the United States,
people are often more straightforward. You
speak up when you don't like something. But
when it comes to certain topics, including the
body, people in Seattle tend to be very 'nice.'
They use the word 'big , to describe someone
when what they really mean is 'fat.' Perhaps,
people here are not as aggressively honest.
However, whether in Taiwan or in the
United States, women are constantly strug-
gling with their body. Taiwanese girls are
often expected to be extremely skinny. Here,
the standardofbeauty is wider but you have
more pressure coming from the ideal ofbe-
ing feminine.
The standard ofbeauty [in
Taiwan] is much stricter
and narrower; people tend
to follow the collective
taste.
; manipulated, modified and sculpted their bodies in or-
>ractice of altering the shape of the humanbody appears
in different societies.
Stretched Ears ?
While it has become popular in the United States
to stretch ones ears, the practice originated long
ago. Indigenous people of Borneo, an island off
the coast of Southeast Asia, as well as a number of
African tribes, have participated in the practice for
hundreds ofyears.
It is considered aesthetically pleasing to have
long, stretched-out earlobes, as well as large holes
in the ears. Some Borneo and African people
have earlobes that dangle at their shoulders or
(an ear piercing big enough that a whole handcan fit through it.
. . They are able to stretch thehole in their ear out
by gradually using bigger and bigger plugs, as
Mk someAmericans do. Theyare able to achieve the
W long lobes by gradually putting heavier weights
in their ears.
world, surgical proce-
dures are widely used
to transform the body.
In 2004, more than
1.74 million people
in the United States
sought cosmetic sur-
gery, nearly 9out often
of them women. Ac-
cording to the Ameri-




of plastic surgery are
liposuction, nose jobs
and breast implants.
It seems the contemporary notion of female beauty in the
United States is to be thin witn large oreasts anu a weii-
shaped nose. •
Some-believe that the United States' image of female
beauty has been projected to other cultures, causing women
of all ages and backgrounds to strive to be unhealthily thin.
Many of them choose to lose weight through unhealthy





www.museum, upenn. edu. and www.plasticsurgery.
org. Photos courtesy ofwikipedia commons.
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On the student side, the feedback
was mixed. DJ Weidner, a junior
political science major, attended the
salon titled "Flirting: What theBody
Can Tell."
"As long as they choose a provoc-
ative topic, they'll be able to keep
students engaged," Weidner said.
But that would seem to be the
problem: the topics, on the outside,
don't appear to be engaging enough
to attract large volumes of specta-
tors. Most studentswould agree that
they know the salons exist, but they
don't seem appealing.
Buzz Hofford, food service direc-
tor for Bon Appetit, offered a salon
that focused on "current methods of
food production and how you as a
consumer can make sound choices
for your body and your world," ac-
cording to the Body Salon website.
His salon was one that attracted
only five students.
"I received very positive feedback
from the few that attended," Hofford
said. "However, the turnout was
somewhat disappointing."
Hofford said that while the topics
that are made mandatory by profes-
sors do attract a larger audience, it is
harder to attract that same audience
when the event is voluntary.
But Adelman has high hopes for
salons and continues to promote
the events, even though not many
students are attending.
When asked what she wishes for
the salons, she said that she hopes
that students are actively engaged
and challenged by the topics dis-
cussed. She described the salons as
an informal meeting, rather than a
structured lecture.
"I want students moved to action,"
said Adelman. "Salons are the exten-
sion ofa living room. It is supposed
to be informal, and everybody needs
to participate and ask questions."
It is critical to understand that not
everything in the academic life will
successfully appeal to students in
the same way. For instance, there
are those students who enjoy going
to the salons and those who think
they are extremely boring.
However, Adelman is defensive
about such criticisms.
"Some students are bored no mat-
ter what they do. They walk through
their lives bored," said Adelman.
Whatever the case may be, the
Academic Salons have yet to make
a definitive impact on campus.
While feedback from attendees
has been positive, the small number
of students who have attended the
events does not give an accurate
picture of how the salons are being
received by the SU community.
On one hand, students who are
given extra creditfor the events they
attend do reply with positive feed-
back. But these same students have
rarely attended other salons.
Adelman believes that subjects
such as sex, eating disorders and
plastic surgery are provocative.
But she also agrees that it is hard
to attract students to events that are
voluntary.




Sex is a source ofpleasure and
fulfillment. In a safe context, sex
can lead to a longer and healthier
life. People usually avoid the
topic of sex, but if it is related
to health, it is definitely worth
talking about.
Although sex has been a taboo
subject in public conversations, it
has proved to be a great exercise,
like yoga or weight lifting. Like
meditating and exercising, sex
can change people's lives for
the better.
A healthy sexual relationship
can positively affect all aspects
of one's life, including physical
health and self-esteem.
Sexually active people not
only feel better and happier,
but sex can boost the heart rate,
relieve pain and keep one's
heart healthy. The relationship
between sex and health suggests
that sex can prevent strokes and
heart attacks as long as people
are sustaining physical activity
three times per week for at least
20 minutes.
Sexual behavior serves many
functions related to physiological
and psychological development
and well-being. It is a very pow-
erful way to lead a healthy life.
One study in Forbes Magazine,
for example, shows that men who
have three or more orgasms a
week are 50 percent less likely to
die from coronary heart disease.
"The relationship found be-
tween frequency ofsexual inter-
course and mortality is ofconsid-
erable public interest," said study
co-author Shah Ebrahim, Ph.D., a
University ofBristol professor, in
a Forbes Magazine interview.
Enjoying sex itself is a nor-
mal thing, but the affection, the
emotional closeness and the
love that comes with it is what
makes a person feel better about
themselves and consequently
be healthier. All these elements
allow one's body to release the
daily stress and frustration of
life.
During sex, people stimufate
the release of various chemicals
such as endorphins which helps
them relax and gain a sense of
well-being. Sex and health are
definitely important aspects of
life - they are intimately tied to
personal adjustment and relation-
ships.
Through sex, people are able
to express intimacy and feelings.
It also provides a way to relieve
stress and increase bonds at an
intimate level.
According to a 1997 study in
The British Medical Journal,
they list many reasons for the
connection between sex and
health, among them:
1. Cardiovascular Health-
For those who do not have time
to exercise regularly, sex will
definately help the heart rate of
an individual.
2. Lose weight- A woman
may lose up to four calories per
minute during sex.
3. Well-Being- During sex,
the release of chemicals, such as
endorphins, helps both men and
women to relax.
4.Prostate health- A man who
ejaculates regularly may be less
likely to have prostate cancer.
5. Glow- Sex helps improve
the skin and also makes the
whole body look healthier, vi-
brant and alive.
Since the connection between
sex and health has shown its im-
portance in people's lives, men
and women should look at the
significance ofhaving a healthly
sex life.
The Greek goddess Aphrodite
is an ancient symbol of sex,
love and beauty.
The Spectator
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Academic salons: provocative ideas, yet low student turnout
(continuedfrom pg. 1)
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A fashionable haircut or spa service at the hip new Gary Manuel Aveda
Institute on Capitol Hill is always an incredible deal, and now through
r December Bth on Tuesdays through Thursdays, you can receive $5 off \£&
I your next haircut (normally $12-18), color, salon, or spa service!
•E Vi* All services provided by capable students (future professionals) and supervised by talented instructors.
.4f><s&' Travel and Teach English!"''"lam a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks
• Intensive Classes begin January 9, February 6, and March 6 |
• Earn credits from Seattle University
• Credits may apply to Master's Programs
"If you are interested in teaching ESL in the US or abroad, #» H
this is the program for you! All of the class instruction was PWrTJ#mrwß
relevant and really prepared me to be an effective teacher." W *#"!■
-From Nathan, a recent graduate I - - '
School of Teaching ESL
(in cooperation with Seattle University College of Education)
9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103
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A Taste of the Underground
Sage
Francis
hode Island native, Sage Francis, is a veteran of the underground hip-hop scene. In
recent years he has become increasingly known as an emcee, spoken word poet,
and political activist. The 27-year-old artist already has 19years of rhyming under his belt.
He is currently with Epitaph Records and completing a 30-date tour, including two dates
in Seattle, sponsored by www.knowmoreiorg. In October,
Will Johnsen, hip-hop director ofKSUB, caught up with the
bearded poet for a post-show interview. Here is what he and
U/Hi: Is it harder to tour when not supporting a particular alhumT
Sage: Oh n0... I mean as a touring artist my show/kinda sells the tour, not the album.
Will: What is Knowmare.org7 (the sponsor of the tour)
Sage: It is a community based website that's goal is to educate the consuming public
about the companies they may spend their money on or at. !=lou can got to the website
and it will give you arundown of their history who owns them. We rate them on human
rights and all their practices. Everyone should get involved
Will; liaise you been recording on the taur7
Sage: I never record on tour... but today me and Sole recorded verses For the follow up
to Pt. Octagon.
Will: haw da you feel about the statement that your helping to change
hip~hop7
Sage: I don't feel much about that statement.
Will: What artists would you like to work with7
Sage: Chuck P, Prince Paul. KRS-Dne... all the hip hop heroes that I look up to.
Will: Are you still doin the Floetry slams at all7
Sage: N0... it's not for me. Its good when was coming up but know I'm so privileged to
have a stage. I don't have to cater to a judge or bend to a certain situation, it's a painful
process [Ffaetry Slams]
Will: EZptitaph came out with a bunch of hip hop artists. Fa yau hsee any
interaction with them or desire to work with them7
Sage:LJm... yeah I'd like to work with floats from the Coup. I'd like ta work with the
Quannum crew. Epitaph has been working with a lot of quality hip hop so I wouldn't mid
working with any of those guys, but I don't go out of my way to make collabos.
Will: What is your Favorite hip hop album of all time7
Sage: "It lakes a Nation of Millions to Hold us !?ack" by Public Enemy
Sage Francis performs "99 Rappers", a slam on Jay-Z's "99
Problems" with DiViNCi, left, and Swamburger, of Sol.iLLaquists
of Sound, the opening act for the show, at Neumo's on October
22nd.
P.O.S.






off Stef, etc.). Originally a
punk rocker at the age of 13,
P.O.S. has a diverse musical
background, providing him
with a unique and raw sound.
He is currently a member of
the Minneapolis-based crew
Doomtree, and also keeps
himselfbusy opening the "Pour
Me Another Tour" headlined
by one of underground hip-
hop's most well-known acts,
A U
Will: Haw does your new album "yluditian" build art "Ipecac NeatT
F.Q.S.: you know. , on Ipecac I had only had one serious endeavor ivith rap before
b. it n/ns another guy. This one I figured I LfQuld just go ahead and make it ss
I abrade as passible, try everything, get it all out of the way and start needing out the
fans immediately. The record an the whale Is a let meaner, darker, a lot louder, a little
mare singing and a lot mare screaming.
Will: haw da you think it will compare ta future albumsT
P.D.S: If I hai'e it my way to continue to do this ... I hope people won't know what to
expect from me after the album after "/kidtttan."
Will: Fα any of the other Foomtree members came from the punk
.D.S: !=Jeah, I mean pretty much everybody eames from a non-traditionalhip-hap
background. Everybody in Pcomtrcc at one paint has been in a rock bander the
1 spoken u/ord poetry scene.
Will: haw did you Jink up withK'hymesayers?' I
E F.O.S: Koymesayers has h&Qn a part of Minneapolis for a fang time. The record |
came out through the [Toomtree label. I teent out to sell merchandise for /Umosphere
on the U/mped tour and after about three days f was performing. Slug saw my hustle
I and my ability to put in and appreciated that,
IVill: What aspects of hip-hap can be found in punk and vice versaT
P.D.S: Especially nav/ a days, punk rockers are just so fancy today, /it :ir most
I pure they are ran/, emotional, ones more ago/essife and ones more rhythm oriented,
but For the mast part it's the street music, music for a struggle.
Will: Arm you stilt in any punk bands?
P.D.S: yeah I play guttar and sing in a hardcore band called I?uikiine. mbs." i
U/c should hai/e that album done once I get home from s tour.
Will: IVhat is your favorite hip-hap album and punk album"of .
F.D.S: My Favorite punk album is "The Shape of Funk to Come" t
favorite hip-hop album is tough. It's probably "Puncrusli
hou/- it sounds though and the lyrics are good. I ivould probat say "Lights
by my boy Sims.
Interviews by Will Johnsen
Photos and design by JoeyAnchondo |
P.O.S. spits new lyrics from his upcoming album, Audition, slated
for release on January 31st. Following the release, P.O.S. will go




Preseason win against Division I team
means the Redhawks are ready to play
Nick Lollini
In a 70-66 win over Division I Univer-
sity ofPacific, a Sweet 16team last
season, men's basketball looks to be a
promising season
lol\inin@seattleu.edu
season's Sweet 16, University ofPacific,
I . have brought whispers of a long-awaited
' turnaround season for the Redhawks.
On Saturday night, Seattle University
slid past Division I, Big West conference
powerhouse University of Pacific in the
final moments of overtime to. pull off a
one-point victory and improve their
preseason record to 2-0.
"Our team was aggressive and in
good shape. We played eye-to-eye
with the Division I talent," said
, head coach Joe Callero. "I was not
Ik surprised at all. I have personally
recruited every player and
jk believe we can beat any
fm team any night."
University ofPacific is
the two-time defend-
Bk ing champion of the
Ik Big West confer-






16 last season. This year they have been predicted to place second
in their conference.
University of Pacific took the lead early on, scoring the first five
points of the game. However, Seattle University never allowed the
lead to exceed seven points in the first half of play. With less than
two minutes remaining in the first half, junior point guard Sam Kirby,
who finished with a team high of 15 points, drained a jumper, giving
the Redhawks their first lead of the game (28-27).
In the second half. University of Pacific began to break away,
taking a 49-37 lead with 11 minutes remaining. Seattle University
went on the offensive, led by Leigh Swanson, who scored six of the
Redhawks' 11 straight points, allowing Seattle University to regain
the lead with six minutes to play.
For the rest of the game a fierce battle for the lead ensued. Univer-
sity of Pacific took the lead with just over two minutes remaining,
off of a three-pointer from Johnny Grey.
Bernard Seals, who had 14 points, five rebounds, three steals and
two blocks, put the Redhawks back in the lead with a pair of free
throws with 1:45 remaining. Christian Maraker, who led University
of Pacific with 21 points and 12 rebounds, tied the game as regula-
tion expired.
In overtime, Seattle University initially fell behind before executing
a 9-3 run, which gave them a 69-65 lead with two minutes remaining
in the overtime period.
The Redhawks led 70-66 with one minute remaining, but University
of Pacific battled back and took a one-point lead with 26 seconds
to play.
Kirby dished the ball to Jeffrey McDaniel, who came off of a
backdoor cut and finished with a lay-up, giving Seattle University a
one-point lead with three seconds remaining.
The Redhawks, who shot a dismal 36 percent from the field on
the game, made five of six shots in overtime. Seattle was effectively
able to control the pace of play whenever they implemented their
trap defense, which was used about half of the time.
While the Redhawks continue to exceed the expectations of many,
they keep in mind that they still face a long, tough season.
"Our morale was high [on Monday], but on Tuesday we forget
about it and moved on," said Callero.
Seattle University will travel to Portland State on Friday, another
Division 1 school.
The Redhawks return to the Connolly Center in two weeks for the
Elgin Baylor Classic tournament, where they will match up against
Regis University.




As anyone who has ever participated in a team sport
i will tell you, the two most lasting memories froma season
are of time spent with teammates and the big games. Big
games are the reason most athletes work as hard as they
do. Some games are "big" because of the opponent, some
are important because of what's at stake, and others are
I meaningful because of who is watching.
This year's men's basketball team has been assembled
in order to not only play, but win big games. Now I know
what you're thinking: they are supposed to be good every
\ year, but they don't win.
The fact is that this was the greatest off-season SU
j basketball has had since the summer of 1955. Not only
did head coach Joe Callero sign a highly touted recruit-
ing class, the returning players all spent the off-season
: improving their skills.
Summertime for most college students is filled with fun,
sun and vacationing. For basketball players who want to
win big games it is filled withrunning, lifting, shooting and
basically rebuilding theirbodies. That is exactly what every
member of this year's team spent the summer doing.
"I spent my summer in the weight room and gained 14
pounds ofmuscle," senior Jeffrey "Boog" McDaniel said.
"I know that ifI wanna be the [size of a] beast, my body
has to be the [size ofa] beast."
As someone who has helped carry McDaniel from the
infamous 16th and Cherry all the way to 1 lth and Alder,
I can say that he is indeed a beast.
International superstar Bernard Seals spent his summer
"working on aggressiveness, working out and honing my
game. Fans can look forward to more wins, a lot more up
tempo [playing], more dunks and B. Seals round two,"
he said.
This brings me to another aspect ofbig games. In my ca-
reer at SU. I was only able to play in about five big games,
and those certainly were not for championships. What
made those games big was the fact that we were playing
our state rivals (SPU, Western, Central, MultnomahBible),
and most importantly the stands were packed.
I will never forget the feeling of running out and seeing
theworld famous Connolly Center filled withall ofGod's
children, black men and white men, Jews and Gentiles,
Protestants and Catholics, just to watch us-but mostly me-
-play. It is a shame that it only happened a few times.
At asmall university like SU with an urban campus and
no football team, there are only a few things that can bring
the whole campus together, and basketball games are one
of those events. At a basketball game every person in the
stands has at least one thing in common - they're a fan.
Even ifyou don't like basketball there are plenty ofother
ways (cheerleaders falling, the dance team's sultry moves,
Jake Collins) to be entertained. As any athlete will attest,
fans play an integral role in the outcome ofmost games.
Former SU standout and currentbasketball social devel-
opment adviser, Darnell Lyons put it best when he said,
"'Players generate energy from the crowd. SU students
are obligated to support all athletics because the athletes
need the fans."
More fans mean more energy and more energy means
morewins and more wins means more big games and more
big games means more big after-parties.
This year's basketball team has most of the components
needed to win a championship. The only thing left is the
fan support.
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This week in Redhawk Sports
Men's Basketball
"Preseason win against Division I team..."
Sports Opinion
"Fan support needed for team morale; wins"
Cross Country
"Moriarty heads to Nationals"
Moriarty earns place to represent SU at Nationals
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattleu. edu
For a briefsecond on Saturday at
the NCAA Division II West Region
Cross Country Championships,
Casey Moriarty didn't know if he
was running his last collegiate race.
Despite heat exhaustion, Moriarty
finished in fifth place, earning a
trip to the Division II National
Championship.
Moriarty has had a phenomenal
two and a half months of running
this season. In his first race in Di-
vision 11, he devastated the field,
finishing a minute quicker than his
closest competitor. Then he ran the
fastest 8K race of his career, plac-
ing third in the Sundodger Invita-
tional at Lincoln Park with a time
of24:07.At the GNAC Conference
atLakePadden, again he dominated
the field, finishing the 8Kcourse in
a little over 25 minutes.
But it was the NCAA Division
II West Region Championship
this past Saturday at Prado Park in
Chino, CA that sent Moriarty and
therest of the team through a loop.
Manyfactors could be attributed to
therunners' distraction and lack of
preparedness for the difference in
climate at the race, the first being
the level ofcompetition.
runners finish in
the top ten; though






say that a pleas-
ant running tem-
perature to run in
wouldbearound 65
degrees. In South-





struck by heat ex-
haustion.
"After the first mile, I knew it was
going to be a long race," Moriarty
said. "After that I just took it one
mile at a time."
If the heatwasn't bad enough, the
lack ofdirection by course officials
challenged runners and specta-
tors. Moriarty battled hard the
entire race, but a slight mix-up in
directions in the final 1200 meters
almost cost him his trip to Nation-
als. While Moriarty was able to
regain the position he temporarily
ton University se-
nior, Laura Trevel-
lyan, missed out on
Nationals by nine
seconds when she
missed a turn after
moving into third
place.
"I'm not used to







500 meters to the
finish line, Mo-




pass him and take
his place going to
Nationals.
"When I ran at
Yale, I came in fifth place at the
Regional race - only the top four
individuals went onto Nationals,"
Moriarty said. "I wasn't going to
have that happen again."
So while Babiak was about to
make his move only five strides
behind Moriarty at 300 meters, he
quickly realized why Moriarty was
GNAC's top male runner, crossing
the finish line eight long seconds
after the SU runner.
In the end, 253 students from the
region started the race, while only
239 actually finished. For Seattle
University, 13 students took leave
from their classes to travel down
to California. Though the men had
their strongest finish, they had one
team member pass out mid-stride
from heat and another barely fin-
ished after fighting off the effects
of the flu. The race took a toll on
all of the men, including Moriarty,
who is still feeling the effects ofhis
heat exhaustion.
On Thursday, Nov. 17, Moriarty
will head back to Prado Park for the
Division II National Cross Country
Championships. He hopes to finish
in the top 25, citing that Adams
State in Colorado as well as Chico
State will be very competitive. The
good thing is that he's seen the
course and knows what to expect.
However, it's still cold in Seattle
and nothing will prepare his body
for the dramatic climate changes.
Kevin Curiey
' Casey Moriarty placed fifth in the Division II
! West Regionals on Nov. 5.
SPU shuts out both men and women
Nick Lollini Severiano Manuel
A WEEKEND FOR OUR RIVALS
lollinin@seattleu.edu
the rain after fighting, to no avail, for a win which would
have propelled them into the postseason.
While the Redhawks were successful in putting more
shots on goal (16-13), the highest number ofshots on goal
that Seattle Pacific has faced this season, they were unable
to capitalize on any of their scoring opportunities.
Seattle Pacific University goalkeeper Jennifer Burns
kept busy on the defensive end, while the Falcons' of-
tense was able to turn
three of their drives
into goals, which gave
them a 3-0 shutouttSeattle Univer-attle Pacific tookitage of theirg opportunities,we were unable,' said head coach
Julie Woodward. "We
[played] a strong first
half, and not a great
Seattle University
concluded their season




to 57 games, securing themselves the first seed in the
postseason tournament.
"It was our hope, as a team, to qualify for the NCAA
tournament. To that end [our season] is a little disappoint-
ing," said Woodward.
This year, which was viewed by many as a rebuilding
year, remained successful for Seattle University as they
secured a position in the top ranks of the region. Only two
seniors will graduate from the team, leaving the majority
to return for next season.
"I know that they will take their disappointment ofnot be-
ing selected to the tournament, and use it as an opportunity
to lmnrove themselves s.s 3. tesm " AVoodw3.rd snid
manuels@seattleu.edu
the Caffe D'Arte Coffee Cup eliminated the Redhawks from
playoff contention.
The loss came amidst torrential weather and questionable
refereeing. The Redhawks were out of their rhythm and
attempted only five shots in the first half.
Bobby Macalister utilized the conditions, hitting a low
hard free kick on target, but the SPU keeper was somehow
able to deflect it. Later, Alex Chursky had a great oppor-
tunity off a cross by Santa
Maria, but the header sailed
just over the crossbar.
The second halfwas full of
even more scoring hardships.
The most pivotal moment in
the game came as the Seattle
University team was gain-
ing momentum. Cameron
Weaver was fouled inside
the eighteen yard box, setting
up a penalty kick for Alex
Chursky. The penalty kick
was blocked, the rebound
I was hit over the goal and the
momentum was gone.
"It was a critical point,
the keeper just made a good
SU out shot SPU 15-13 for the match. The flow of the
match was often interrupted by a referee who called a very
tight game. Seattle University had 26 total fouls, compared
to SPU's 16. To make matters more interesting, one of the
linesmen happened to be an ex-player of SPU.
"I feel our team should be [in the playoffs] and it's even
harder to lose to SPU," Cameron Weaver said.
Seattle University had not lost to SPU in four years, and
had not lost a league game all season.
"It was a tight knit game, and there was a lot of playoff
pressures," head coach Peter Fewing said. "It has been an
honor and a blessing to work with these fine young men."
JoeyAnchondo
Seattle players Maryann Boddy and Ana Gutier-





Despite playing hard throughout the 2005 volleyball
season, the Redhawks' reign on top came to an end with
a 3-1 defeatby Seattle Pacific last Thursday night.
Going into the game, head coach Shannon Ellis ac-
knowledged that SPU was a formidable adversary.
"They're a good team. Theyhave some very good active
hitters that can hit a wide variety ofshots, probably better
than anyone else in our conference," she said, "and they're
an excellent blocking team. We have to be very good on
our eye work and defense."
She still felt confidence in the game - SU had yet to
lose a home match this season - and felt that with proper
handling, the game had potential to go to SU.
"We had a slow start, that's what hurts us, but we've
played against really tough opponents and we'vebeen on
fire since the third week of the season," Ellis remarked.
"So we justhave to feel good about what we've done and
know that we've worked hard."
Seattle University did play hard and put up a strong
fight, but it was not enough to defeat the cross-town rival
powerhouse. With their evasive maneuvering, ability to
bluff in the face of offense, and well-organized hitting
techniques, SPU swept.
The win for SU would have tied them with Central,
thus taking them one step closer to go to regionals for
Division 11. Before the game, Seattle University, Central
Washington, and Seattle Pacific were tied for first place
in the GNAC, and SU and Central were tied with a 12-2
overall record. SPU will now be guaranteed a position in
the playoffs.
Jenny Burrows, freshman and MB for the Redhawks,
acknowledged her disappointment but remained opti-
mistic.
"I think that we fought pretty hard, and we worked our
butts off all season," Burrows said. "We love each other
and we have fun, even if we lose; we just have to play
hard.. .sometimes you win sometimes you lose."
Owena Kauhane, a sophomore who last season averaged
1.36 kills, echoed the positive view. "Its unfortunate that
things didn't go our way, but we had an amazing season,"
said Kauhane, who contributed nine kills to Thursday's
game. "We still have three more matches to win, so [we
can] finish up second."
Redhawk SportsThe SpectatorNov. 9, 2005 15
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HE SAID/SHE SAID: Rasta rapping





Matisyahu isn't your average reggae musi-
cian. Dubbed "the Hasidic reggae superstar,"
he is just that: a young, white Hasidic Jew
from the Bronx who performs smooth reggae
that sounds like it is straight off the beaches of
Kingston, Jamaica.
Listening to Matisyahu's new live record,
Live At Stubb 's, will prove that looks can be
deceiving.
Rather than making a jokeout of the music,
he takes himselfand what he does very serious-
ly, using the microphone as a forum to express
many of his beliefs about faith and morals.
Tracks like "Warrior" - with a chorus that
repeats, "You're a warrior, fighting for your
soul/taken from a world above, and brought
down to a world below" - delve deep into the
values of Hasidic culture and encourage the
audience to accept it into their lives.
Not to say that the raw emotion makes this
an especially great album. The problem with
Matisyahu is that though he has a good voice
(aside from when heis repeating "diggity" and
"yo-yo-yo"), his songs all sound the same.
Fiona Apple, Extraordinary Machine
(Epic/Clean Slate, 2005)
FionaApple's Extraordinary Machine opens
ina manner thatseems promising. The first and
title track, "Extraordinary Machine," sounds
like something out ofthe 19305.Here, Apple's
voice is sultry, and with an orchestral arrange-
ment behind her, it gives the audience a sense
ofhope for the next 11 songs.
Unfortunately, the joy is short-lived. Once
you move beyond the first track, all ofApple's
characteristic traits emerge — lyrics about
emotions and relationship problems, singing in
a style thatquivers and makes the listener'sskin
crawl and playing piano with a band perform-
ing music that is stripped down radio-pop.
Another major setback is that her songs are
all mid-range: not soft enough to be calming,
not hard enough to berocking. Most music fits
into a routine so that you listen to some artists
when studying and others when walking, for
example. But Extraordinary Machine finds
itself attempting to, but not fitting into such
a routine.
Apple's problem has always been thatshe is
obviously in the wronggenre. Onan album of





A rapping, Hasidic Jew?
That's right, Matisyahu is a Hasidic Jew,
who after yearsofbeing a troublemaker, found
religion on a trip to Israel and Colorado.
His latest album,Live at Stubbs is a live re-
cording withmany songs from his first album
and a few new ones thrown in the mix.
He is very talented and holds a good beat.
He also has some creative lyrics, but as withall
live albums the songs drag on. Here, the slow
beats of each song often run into each other.
The nice thing about the album is that he is
rapping religious-themed songs in a daywhen
rap is only "good" when half the song has to
be edited for the radio.
But admirable lyrics do not make up for
the fact that thealbum is not dynamic. It does
not jump out and grab you, and there are no
life-changing moments when you listen to it.
It's merely a reggae album by someone who
is not utilizing all ofhis creativity.
Fiona Apple, Extraordinary Machine
(Epic/Clean Slate, 2005)
It has been six years since Fiona Apple has
released an album, but it's not for a lack of
trying.
In 2002 she went back into the studio and
recorded a full-length album, but Sony Music
shelved it indefinitely for lackof"commercial
potential."
After thosesongs were leaked online earlier
this year Apple went back into the studio to
record what is now her thirdrelease, Extraor-
dinary Machine.
This album makes people not only remem-
ber who Apple is, but also why they loved her.
It combines the outstanding parts ofher first
two albums to create her best effort yet.
The title track, "Extraordinary Machine," is
one of the best on the album. With a positive
beat and catchy lyrics that sing, "Be kind to
me or treat me mean / I'll make the most of
it / I'm an extraordinary machine," it lingers
with you days after you listento it. It is a great
introduction to the new Apple.
There is an even mixofupbeatsongs and the
more soulful ones that many go to Apple for.
But now, even on thosepiano heavy tracks
Apple is able to make her raspy voice sound
different and more mature.
Granted, it is a live album and one that should
be complimented for its excellent recording
quality.
Rob La Gatta and Megan Peter go head-to-head on two new releases
Fiona Apple plays The Moore Theatre
on Nov. 23.
Aussie rocker is wide Awake and taking the stage
Lisa Weitkemper
weitkemp@seattleu. edit
With a new album under his belt, indie musician Ben Lee
set out for a North America tour earlier this month and will
hit Seattle this week.
Supporting his latest album, Awake Is the NewSleep (New
West, 2005), the Australian performer provides fans with a
sharp musical instinct that strikes a comfortablebalance be-
tween his individuality and the demands ofmass appeal.
With the cheerful, laidback tune "Catch My Disease"
picking up in the States, the tour has been long awaited and
is sure to have a unique atmosphere.
Where most oftoday's music comes up short, Lee's songs
have strong lyrics.
In a message he posted on his website back in January,
Lee commented on the songwriting process.
"These songs came quickly," he said. "I just tried to
get out of their way. The music is inviting me on strange
adventures. It's asking me to dance. It wants to tell me all
about how lucky I am to be at the feet of this awesome
mystery called life."
Without the muscle of a major record label. Lee's new
album entered the charts at No. 7 in Australia. After re-
uniting with producer Brad Wood (Liz Phair, Smashing
Pumpkins), Lee recorded the album at his home studio in
Los Angeles. Special guests included Jason Schwartzman,
Har Mar Superstar, Jenny Lewis (Rilo Kiley) and Jason
Faulkner.
With the strength of a four-track demo recorded in his
bedroom, the singer was initially discovered in 1993 at the
age of 13. His original band, NoiseAddict, rose quickly with
much success, but it wasn't too long beforeLee embarked
on a solo career.
Catch Lee Saturday night because as he says in his hit
single, "that's the way [he] likes it."




Ben Lee will play the Chop Suey on Sat.
The Spectator
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Theater brings a new




The scene is familiar to everyone - Romeo,
clad in ablack Depeche ModeT-shirt, sees Juliet
from across the room. He falls deeply, instantly
in love and straps on an electric guitar. He croons
"Singing In My Sleep" by Semisonic, wooing
Juliet with his sensitive emo-rocker ways.
(is is just one ofthe waystor JohnLangs attemptsodernize Romeo andi, presenting the classic
with modern settings
and feelings for the Seattle
Shakespeare Company's
latest production.
A fight between the Mon-
tagues and Capulets set to
Radiohead's "Electioneer-
ing," a punk-rock Mercutio
and a balcony scene withthe
lovers on opposite sides ofa
wheel-mounted chain-link
fence, spinning around as
they profess their love for
each other are all presented.
And strangely enough - it
The play also has modern costumes, and
American accents, but the characters still carry
rapiers. The fights are energetic and well cho-
reographed without the over-the-top gun battles
in Baz Luhrman's 1996 film version staring
Leonardo DiCaprio (Romeo) and Claire Danes
Juliet).
The Centerhouse Theatre is relatively small
and even the back rows are not far from the ac-
tors.The proximity to the stage adds intimacy to
violent and desperate at the end.
The first time we see him, Romeo is quietly
strumming a guitar while his friends try to help
Oneof the most relieving moments in the play
comes soon after, when the despondent Romeo
delivers an unapologetically
melancholy speech, only to
have his friends burst into
laughter, for they know just
how ridiculous his youthful
problems are.
Romeo is well portrayed,
but Dana Powers Acheson
as Juliet overshadows him.
Her character is young, but
strangely wise, coming to
terms with her severely lim-
ited position in society. The
sincerity and maturity of her
character become the emo-
tional heart of the play. She
is not so innocent or naive as
popular culture has tried to
make her.
This production is a wonderful excuse to see
well-staged live Shakespeare, but anyone with
even a basic knowledge ofRomeoand Julietwill
be left scratching their heads over the last five
minutes of the play.
Lang's unique interpretation of the ending
could almost be called "upbeat," which is a
mistake for the Shakespearian tragedy.








Hours: M-F 6 a.m. - 9p.m., Sat. 7 a.m. - 9
p.m., Sun. 8 a.m. - 6p.m.
Perks: Wi-fi ($3.95/day, $19.95/month),
chain with convenient locations, itemsfor
coffee aficionados
Though Tully's isn't the most original coffee
shop in Seattle, it is blessed with convenient
locations and an extensive menu that will ap-
peal to all appetites. Located on the corner of
Pike and Broadway, you never know who will
show up: couples, homeless people with dogs,
businessmen on their way to and from work,
and bike cops looking for a quick pick-me-up
are justsome ofthe crowd seen on a given day.
Despite its central urban location, the inside of
Tully's is a cozy atmosphere that is perfect for
a rainy day. Not too brightly lit, and packed
full of comfortable seats, it is a great place to
study peacefully. Also, they sell everything
you might need to prepare your own coffee
and cappuccino drinks at home.
Tall Drip Coffee: $1.60
Tea: $1.70
Double shot espresso, single flavor: $1.65
House Special - Dilettante Mocha: $3.65
Arosa Waffle Cafe
1310Madison St.
Hours: M-F 6:30 a.m. - 4p.m.,
Sat. 8 a.m. - 2p.m., closed Sun.
Perks: Cheap, quality drinks and waffles
Arosa is one ofSeattle's finest undiscovered
treats. Crammed in a small store less than
two blocks off campus, its proprietor Hans
Riechsteiner, an older gentleman with an ac-
cent, makes food and drinks that are delicious.
Though seating is limited and the store holds
no more than 10 people at a given time, the
appeal is in the product, not in the location
itself. Surprisingly cheaper than many other
coffee shops in Seattle, Arosa got its name as
a "waffle cafe" from their snack waffles that
go for $1.50. A warm waffle and a mid-sized
mocha cost less than $5, and are as close to
heaven as many ofus can expect to get anytime
soon. Ahidden gem that deserves recognition,
Arosa is one of Seattle's best coffee shops.
Tall Drip Coffee: $1.50
Tea: $1.50
Double shot espresso, single flavor: $1.75
House Special - Mocha: $2.75
JoeyAnchondo
Rob La Gatta warms up with a
hot drink and bite from Arosa.
theORBIT
On and off campus events that'll make your week spin.
THURSDAY, 11/10
60th Anniversary of WWII
Lecture by Bob Harmon
SUPigott Auditorium
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Addiction (Jason and LC from
Laguna Beach)




A Static Lullaby w/ Hast the
Day, Halifax, Scary Kids Scaring
Kids, Bed Life for Blue Eyes
El Corazon (109 E. Eastlake)
Doors 7 p.m./Show 8 p.m.
$12 Adv/$U Drs
All-ages
33 Records by 33 Artists for $33
Opening exhibit




Patti Smith w/ Lenny Kaye
Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave)
$25
22+
Super Diamond w/ Love
Vigilantes




Elite Stranger, Forgive Durden
w/ This Providence, Arper,
Classic Crime




GWAR w/ Devil Driver, A
Dozen Furies, Mensrea
Premier




Broken Social Scene w/ Feist,
The Most Serene Republic




Liz Phair w/ special guests









Lagwagon w/ Bullets to Broad-
way, Poorsport
El Corazon (109 E. Eastlake)
Doors 7 p.m.lShoiv 8 p.m.
$15
All-ages
Ben Lee w/ New Buffalo




Warren Miller's Higher Ground
Meydenbauer Center (BelJevue)
3 p.m., 6 p.m., 9 p.m.
Henry Rollins Spoken Word





Warren Miller's Higher Ground
Meydenbauer Center (Bellevue)
2 p.m., 5 p.m., 8 p.m.
$18.50, Ticketmaster
MONDAY, 11/14




Dandy Warhols w/ The Out
Crowd




David Allan Cates reading
from X Out of Wonderland
Elliot Bay Book Co. (101 S. Main)
7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, 11/15
Juliette and The Licks w/ spe-
cial guests













Dillinger Escape Plan w/ Hella,
Between the Buried and Me





















) The 1Bth Annual National Student Hunger and Homelessness (
J Conference A/ov. 11-13 @ Seattle University )r I I Registration for Seattle University students is $10! r
r Major Events Over the Weekend: /
) Thursday, Nov. 10 \
( tfßfe&jL 4-10 p.m. Conference Registration (
) #V W (The Hearth Lobby, Ist Floor, Student Center) )
( mSsS&SSjF Friday, Nov. 11 /
) L*~>». 6-7 p.m. Faces of Homelessness Panel )
) < vTM (Auditorium, Pigott Building)
\
C 10:15-11 a.m. Jennifer Hecker, National Student Campaign Against (
r Hunger and Homelessness, (160 Student Center) /
) 8-3 p.m. Opportunities and Action Fair (Casey Commons, sth Floor )
) . Casey Building) \
( 3-4:15 p.m. Key Note Speaker-Paul Loeb, (160 Student Center) (
( 6:30 - 8 p.m. Oxfam Hunger Banquet (160 Student Center) /
r Sunday, Nov. 13 r
) 9-10 a.m. Hurricane Katrina: The Disaster that is Shaping the Nation )S Register online Today (160 student center) S
( www.studentsagainsthunger.org/confos (
* THE AIIUAL *
! FALL BALL •
Samsung E315 Samsung X475 Motorola VlBO Nokia N-Gage •
•
Camera Phone Stylish ColorPhone SpeakerPhone Bluetooth & Game
■MSRP $199.99 -MSRP $119.99 -MSRP$119.99 -MSRP$99.99 # *JlcJtjC±A. €rH. ZMUjC K-C/K- •
•Instant rebate-$199.99 -Instant rebate-$119.99 • Instant rebate-$119.99 • Instant rebate-$99.99
w "* "^
* Free phone(s) require annual contract, tax excluded. Promotions, rebates and rate plans may change without notice. 7 7 /7 , •
Get More® Plan • .
% CJIcJuUA. c4± Pair*, •
1000NATIONWIDE -i» orfc99 JT7O •
WHENEVER MINUTES8!
*
Including Roaming & Long Distance J # Shuttles Will HUM fietWCetl fßeltwimUie •
£53|&^^^^^^rnd 1 • Uvut-wwund and the Qxdwxrth pumt .
s i © N „ • 8:30 pw> to 130a.m. .■ESSESB ceNuiar^^JHana I • Contact Shannon for more •College Q Town / Sushi uj ,J Broadway E. 1 1Bank of | • •■IHeHIHH I 1 # sonderen@seattleu.edu or x6047 •
Additional restrictions apply; see printed materials and T-Mobile's Terms and Conditions, rn m .IVTnKilp., A m mviewable at www t-mobile.com, for details. Limited time offer and subject to change without J. IViUUIIC ￿••••••••••••••
notice. T-Mobile is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG. © 2005 T-Mobile USA, Inc. authorizeddealer




V y (\ I"lv> AW'IkJL/IAX VvfkJ
100. For Sale 1 Available Immediately!
200. Help Wanted Intem Positlon for °Pen
300. Volunteers Minded Individuals. Earn
400. Services Large $$Commissionsss.
500. For Rent Learn from Successful Real
600. Misc. Estate Investors. Call for
Details - Office: (206) 388-




i n p T „ ■ Need refills, cartridges for yourlaw firm. F/T. Duties
.




& only $7.99; 60 pen ink cartridgesmessenger, some phones, ■ '
•x • xc t- only $7.99. Please go to: http://maintain office machines
o _ stores.ebay.com/ink4pens& conference rooms.
Experience with office C,f7?W/a Clhrmi
operations & equipment a OniOK n™TMltnPplus, good attn to detail,
able to lift 45 lbs. Excellent LWUJUUouo
benefits. Resume & cover
letter to Human Resources, lnterested in SP orts??? Come
Keller Rohrback L.L.P., write for the Spectator as a
1201-3rdAve, Seattle, Sports Columnist...HOOraY!!!
WA 98101 -3052 or Meetings: Sunday Night @ 6:00
HR@kellerrohrback.com P m next t0 the Cave in theCampion Basement.
IFree Medical/Dental SchoolPlus $1279.00 a month! ||
The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
$1279 Stipend Pay
Commission as an Army Officer
For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357













November 18ttlL"7k«Tl, «Zand Break even
In Only 6 VlSltS.
M
caS 206.812.4510 or check out 1
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today,
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Seattle University College of Education
Become a Leader In Student Affairs
The Student Development Administration program at Seattle University will prepare you to
begin or strengthen your career in student affairs on a college campus. With an administrative
focus and diverse student body, this program offers excellent job placement nationally and
locally. Conveniently located in the economic and cultural center of the Pacific Northwest.
• Over 20 local schools for internships
• Graduate assistantships available PUPI
• Nationally recognized graduate program " hRJBi w ■





Do you think Americans
are too concerned with
body image?
Photos and Interviews by Amy Daybert
"Society pressures individu-
als to conform to a certain
image, particularly women,




"There is a problem with image
in today's society. Everyone
thinks you have to be a certain
body type. It's not good. Be
happy with who you are."
Bryant Barrington
Junior, Biology
look like a celebrity even
though some celebrities




"It depends on the kind of
concern. Focusing on super
thin supermodels is too much
but focusing on what makes
a healthy body is good."
Vi Nguyen
Sophomore, Biochemistry
"When I come back from visit-
ing other countries I don't feel
as accepted. In Mexico they
embrace you however you are.
We're so concerned with body





"Yes, because people are
never satisfied with how they
look. Work out to be healthy





Wgl body store rumor
